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                                          Non Linearity! 
 
 “Everything is everything” Primordial Afrikans - “Everything is everything”! 
   No sterile abstract identity - past, present and future are “one” and the same! 
   Explore the garden within Afrikans - Self understanding! Critical consciousness -  
   Be in accord with nature - Meditation is a noble science - Breathe! Vibrate! 
                                                 Rhythm! Rhythm! Rhythm! 
   Look into the mirror of your “being” Afrikans! Increase the complexity of the 
   mind - pure consciousness is a state of “being” Afrikan - ecstasy/blissfulness - 
   beyond reason - infinite (Anand is the Sanskrit) - see the light - wisdom of nature! 
   Transcendence - Oh! Transcendence - experience the spirit in “you” - your being - 
   The wheel is turning - open the eye - vibrate! Rhythm! Hug the Light -  
   Be ever watchful - no parachuting while the struggle for human emancipation and  
   liberation continues unabatedly - universally transformative!  
   Poetry transcends all thought and it goes to the unseen reality - stay the course - 
                                               Drum! Drum! Drum! 
                                               Man has contempt for nature! 
   Who is the protagonist of conflicts on this planet/planets? Who!  
    Who manipulates consciousness? Who! 
    Who is responsible for our sphere of conditioning? Who! 
    Is the system of white supremacy racism? Privileged class - purpose! 
    Who designated humans to serve society? Monster State/States! 
     Instruments of terrorism, conquest and control - systems of plunder! 
     Who creates cognitive dissonance? Who - purpose! 
                                              Drum! Drum! Drum! 
     What is the color of the words we utter? What is a dark day? 
     Who conditions the planet to love and forgive those who murder, subjugate,  
      incarcerate and rob humans of their humanity - knowledge of history and self?  
      Analyze - Dissect “The motives and the psychology of others”!                           
     Did God/Jesus assign white people to dominate the planet/planets? 
     Ravage a society and one becomes a hero/conqueror/exemplar - paladin! 
     Words! Words! Phase - Oh! Phases - Words! Deadly Games - 
      Jail - prison/guardhouse/brig/house of correction/cage/penal colony/dungeon/ 
      sponging house/slammer/big house/jug/calaboose. 
                                             Rhythm! Rhythm! Rhythm! 
      Tug - gunman/gangster/desperado/mobster/racketeer/criminal/hoodlum/gorilla - 
      Organize - Engage - the sun is deep within! Breathe! Vibrate - 
      Spirituality and divinity are innate Afrikans in all humanity - mystical  
      experience/experiences are woven with the DNA - genetic alphabet 
      (Deoxyribonucleic acid)! 
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      Purposely explore the garden within Primordial Afrikans - self understanding - 
      unschooled intelligence - take the breath - breathe! Exhale - Inhale - Life Force! 
 
 
      Innocent of time and innocent of opportunities …Oh! Linking Back -  
      The universe of the first millennium BC! 
      Who conditions the planet/planets to love and forgive those who murder, 
       subjugate, incarcerate and rob humans of their humanity - knowledge of 
       history and self? Who! Mental Genocide! No critical consciousness -  
       Bible - guide book, hand book, text, manual, vade mecum, creed, court of final  
       appeal, canon, the last word -  
       Oh! Mastery - divide and conquer! Good - Better - Best - Drum! Drum! Drum! 
       Vulgate, Douay, King James Version, Tyndale, Coverdale, Wycliffe, Revised 
       Standard Version (RSV) Luther’s, Wenzel, Mazarin, Wujek’s Gutenberg,  
       Geneva or Breeches, Vinegar, Cicked, American or Revised, New English Bible 
       (NEB) 
                                          Rhythm! Rhythm! Rhythm! 
                                          Many concepts - thoughts - Texts! 
       Can it be a dilemma to subjugate, capture and enslave the “Human Spirit”? I am 
       asking - why not one concept - one church - universal message! 
       The mastery continues: Koran, Veda, Masora, Alcoran, Tripitaka, Torah,  
       Talmud, the Analects, Book of Mormon, the Eddas. 
       Create your “Word” - enhance your Soul - Spirit - The “ALL” deep Within! 
       Oh! Blackstone. Is there an indispensable Blackstone? 
       What about the principle of gender? 
       Are they or were they Primordial androgynies beings / having both masculine & 
       female characteristics? Is their something as “Profound states of awareness”? 
       What about the hammer head sharks? Are they extinct! 
       Deliberate on these crisis managers: 
       Does Humanity need clergy or the comfort of organized doctrine or common 
       symbols? 
       Civil Rights versus Human Rights! Was Freedom a commodity given 
       to the enslaved upon demand?   
       Poetry transcends all thought - it goes to the unseen reality! 
       A metaphor is an image that suggests something else! 
       Love is sacred and secret - a higher spiritual experience! 
       Love violates morality - love having nothing to do with social order!  
       Marriage is a life commitment - not a love affair! 
                                        “Everything is Everything” Afrikan’s! 
       Experience the spirit in “YOU” - Your “Being” Afrikan! 
       Be ever watchful - no parachuting while the struggle for human emancipation 
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       and liberation continues unabatedly - universally transformative!  
                                          Non Linearity! 
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